
Speifying A�et and Emotion for ExpressiveSpeeh SynthesisNik CampbellATR Human Information Siene Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan.nik�atr.o.jpAbstrat. Speeh synthesis is not neessarily synonymous with text-to-speeh. This paper desribes a prototype talking mahine that produessynthesised speeh from a ombination of speaker, language, speaking-style, and ontent information, using ion-based input. The paper ad-dresses the problems of speifying the text-ontent and output realisationof a onversational utterane from a ombination of oneptual ions, inonjuntion with language and speaker information. It onludes that inorder to speify the speeh ontent (i.e., both text details and speaking-style) adequately, seletion options for speaker-ommitment and speaker-listener relations will be required. The paper loses with a desription ofa onstraint-based method for seletion of a�et-marked speeh samplesfor onatenative speeh synthesis.1 IntrodutionFor unrestrited text-to-speeh onversion, the problems of text anomaly res-olution and given/new or fous determination an be profound. They an re-quire a level of world-knowledge and disourse modelling that is still beyondthe apability of most text-to-speeh synthesis systems. One impliation of thisis that the prosody omponent of the speeh synthesiser an only be providedwith a default spei�ation of the intentions of the speaker or of the underlyingdisourse-related meanings and intentions of the utterane, resulting in a atrendering of the text into speeh. This is not a problem for the majority of syn-thesis appliations, suh as news-reading or information announement servies,but if the synthesiser is to be used in plae of a human voie for interativespoken dialogue, or onversation, then the speeh will be pereived as lakingin illoutionary fore, or worse, it will give the listener a false impression of theintentions of the utterane and of the speaker-listener relationships, leading topotentially severe misunderstandings.When a synthesiser is to be used in plae of a human voie in onversationalsituations, suh as in a ommuniation aid for the voally impaired, in speehtranslation systems, or in all-entre operations, then there is a lear need forthe voal expression of more than just the semanti and syntati linguistiontent of the utterane. Paralinguisti information related to dialogue turns,and speaker interest is signalled along with the syntati struture of the speehby means of prosody and voie quality [1℄.


